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Abstract—In contrast to traditional solutions, cloud computing moves the application software and databases to the large data centers, where the management of the data and services may not be fully trustworthy. Although commercial CSP provides secured data storage to the client data, it is a research challenge to satisfy the user’s requirement of confidentiality and authentication. Cloud security solutions typically have single security architecture but have many customers with different demands. Even multi-tenancy feature of cloud gives rise to security issue related to data and also the authentication of users. Though cloud service provider solves this problem by strong encryption algorithms for data security, the security achieved, works at single level. We propose a system with bi-level security mechanism which uses encryption at cloud service level along with application controller level security and system level security which provides transient user authentication with a small hardware token. This token continuously monitors the user’s presence over a wireless connection link to the machine through which user is accessing cloud. The system enforces the security guarantees, although at a cost of performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is defined as the service in which multi-tenancy enables sharing of software resources and infrastructures from different locations with lowest costs [1].

Cloud security is the most important factor in cloud computing because both data and software are fully not contained on the user's computer [2]. Cloud services store user’s data on cloud and provide access to them through APIs. The storage of the user data, which is confidential, private arises the need of high level security and privacy. There are many security issues and challenges in cloud computing explained in [3]. CSP provide a general level of security guarantee which may be insufficient to the user’s need of high end security. We know encryption is the commonly offered cloud security mechanism to protect client’s data. Data is stored in encrypted format on the cloud and accessible only to the authenticated users. Different kinds of symmetric and asymmetric encryption algorithms are used to enhance security of cloud by converting plain text to cipher and vice versa explained in [4]. Two Belgian cryptographers, Daeman and Rijmen developed AES symmetric key algorithm meaning same key is used for encryption and decryption based on Rijndael cipher [5]. The encryption-decryption techniques works at the cloud-application interface and the user — application level is secured only through conventional username-password mechanism. It is this level which can enhance the security guarantee through some mechanism which vouches for the user authentication. Use of hardware token is a stronger way to enhance the security mechanism. Hardware token is peripheral device of system which is used for communicating with other device over short range of wireless link [6]. We may consider hardware token as Bluetooth device which is having unique id which is used for uniquely identification of particular device. As bluetooth has its short range of wireless link for communicating with other devices there are limited chances of getting communicated by wrong devices [7] or intruders. Cloud security mechanisms leveraged at one level is impractical solution hence we propose leveled security architecture which makes the system more robust and secure.

II. RELATED WORK

In the literature, several techniques have been developed for enhancing data security on cloud data stores. Prominent techniques include algorithms for encryption decryption with application to formal verification techniques for increasing security of system [8], [9], [10]. Some of the researcher have provided username-password with time bound access but, it leads to complexity [11]. Daeman and Rijmen developed AES algorithm based on Rijndael cipher with different key and block sizes [5]. Encryption algorithm guarantees the protection of data over cloud against accidental/ malicious change. However the authentication techniques are used [12] such as user name and passwords are preferred for their simplicity and less overhead. As application server needs to shoulder the responsibility of the authentication and authorization problem, it is a programmer’s overhead. To answer this security issue, we propose integrated working of application which operates at:

a. Application Controller level security
b. System level security

Hence the contribution is proposing a design model for bi-level security mechanism which can provide good security solution to critical web based cloud applications albeit at the cost of performance.
III. DESIGN MODEL

Design model for bi-level security mechanism with levelled security is as follows:

A. Architecture Design

Fig. 1 shows clear idea of how the architecture of bi-level security mechanism provides two levels of security. First level of security is at application controller level security and other is at system level security.

![Fig. 1 Architecture of proposed system](image)

At the top level we have cloud storage which is MySql data storage which could be a private/public cloud infrastructure.

Middle level is an application server/web server which could be implemented by any application development software.

Lower level is the client level. The client could be implemented as a thin client with interface to the application.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

This section includes implementation details and flow of proposed architecture in levelled security and information about encryption upload, decryption download its working and explanation of database.

![Fig. 2 Integrated structure of bi-level security](image)

Above diagram (fig.2) explains how the system is distributed in three modules and working of these modules in terms of confidentiality and authentication is as follows. Here, we used Amazon’s EC2 [13] platform which provides reliable, secure and inexpensive environment. This proven environment will ensure complete control of our resources. We have installed Mysql server on it.

A. Data Server

1. Cloud Database Storage:
Cloud DB storage stores data contents in encrypted format in table named data_storage in database named file_storage. This table includes attributes such as User_name, Content, Content_name.

2. User Information Storage:
It stores user’s information and consists of attributes such as User_Name, passwd, device_name, device_id.

3. Server Operating Log:
It stores user’s information and consists of attributes such as Operation_name, User_Name, Attribute (fsize).

Following table contains detailed information of data storage in tabular form.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Model</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DB Table Name</td>
<td>Data Storage Attributes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data_Storage</td>
<td>User_Name, Content, Content_Name,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User_Info_Storage</td>
<td>User_Name, passwd, device_name, device_id</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server_Operating_log</td>
<td>Operation_Name, User_Name, Attribute (fsize)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Application Server

Here, we used Java Platform to implement system as standard API of java helps us to write Bluetooth application that works across many hardware platforms and java API enables application to run on different types of hardware, operating systems etc. We have implemented this system with apache tomcat server. As apache tomcat is open source software which provides HTTP web server environment for java code to run on it. To provide high level of security we have used AES symmetric key Algorithm for encrypt upload on the cloud and decrypt download from cloud storage as it is fast and effective by federal government standards.

As we used java platform which enables us to use java library named Bluecove 2.1.1[14] to communicate system O.S. with hardware device. It simply works as interface between hardware device and system O.S.

Client is implemented as a thin client with interface to the application.

C. Security Levels

1. Level-1 Application Controller Level Security:
Application controller level security is implemented at application server which is intermediate between cloud
database storage and application server. This security is tied with AES algorithm which is having 128bit block size. AES algorithm is very popular for security and has been adopted by U. S. Government and now used worldwide. In this level we have provided tight bonding of security from application server to cloud storage.

2) Level-2 System Level Security:
A system level security is equipped with hardware token provided by smart phone for authenticating users and verifying who is accessing cloud service. We are communicating hardware token (Bluetooth) with system O.S. for authenticating users availability over machine through which user is accessing cloud storage system.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We proposed a bi-level security mechanism for authenticating users which works to reduce security risks associated with client server applications on cloud to secure more sensitive data. Our mechanism deals with leveled security because it is two-fold with encryption algorithms like AES, and username-password with hardware token authentication to reduce security risks individually at different levels.

The system guarantees enhanced security at the cost of performance issues like response time, hardware connectivity, token storage. Also as the hardware devices need to be registered there is an inherent limitation to the number of users that can register the system. This can be further improvised by third party authentication or outsourcing.
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